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Officer, Chief Technology Officer, IT Audit Director, and IT risk management 
consultant. He has performed and managed complicated technology assessments, 
EMR implementations, security audits, and hundreds of contract negotiations for 
some of the most sophisticated hospital systems in the country.  Barry is a Cyber 
Threat Analyst who dedicates extensive hours to surveilling and engaging with 
subversive cyber actors. His goal is to gather insights into cyber attacks, 
weaponized cyber tools, and extortion techniques. Utilizing this intelligence, Barry 
enhances his ability to counsel and equip providers for preempting and addressing 
cyber assaults.

Barry is a member of the United States Marine Corps, the Health Care Compliance 
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In the late 1990s and early 2000s, AI began to play a role in Intrusion 
Detection Systems (IDS), using techniques to analyze network traffic 
patterns and detect anomalies that might indicate a security breach.

• Cybersecurity protection with artificial intelligence will never fully replace security 
professionals.  

• There will always be a need for creative problem-solving and more complex challenges 
in the workplace. 

• However, AI can and already does assist human security professionals by analyzing vast 
amounts of data, recognizing patterns, and creating insights based on large volumes of 
security data

Introduction to AI in Cybersecurity



Today's AI systems are trained to detect potential cyber threats, identify new 
attack vectors, and safeguard your company's sensitive data. The three top 
benefits to using AI driven cybersecurity tools include:

• Quickly analyzing large amounts of data
• Detecting anomalies and vulnerabilities

• Automating repetitive processes

What Are the Benefits of AI in Cybersecurity?



2016, cybersecurity firm Darktrace Inc. spotted a never-before-seen attack 
at a client company in India that used rudimentary machine learning to 
observe and learn patterns of normal user behavior inside a network. The 
software began to mimic behavior, blending into the background and 
becoming harder for security tools to spot.
      - The Wall Street Journal, 2016

The evolution of AI for malicious use.



Cyber Threat Landscape:  Who is Using Weaponized AI?



Source: Crowdstrike, 2024



Threat actors are using AI for both designing and executing attacks:  
Development of phishing e-mails

• Impersonation attacks

• Rapid exploitation of vulnerabilities

• Development of complex malware code 

• Deeper target reconnaissance

• Automation of attacks

• Overwhelming human defenses

• Ransomware

 Wider spread, more evasive

How is AI Impacting Cyberthreats ?





Weaponized AI on the Dark Web



Worm-GPT, a private new chatbot 
service advertised as a way to use 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) to write 
malicious software without all the 
pesky prohibitions on such activity 
enforced by the likes of ChatGPT 
and Google Bard, has started adding 
restrictions of its own on how the 
service can be used.

WormGPT













The subscription fee for FraudGPT 
starts at $200 per month and goes 
up to $1,700 per year.

Some of the features include:

• Write malicious code
• Create undetectable malware
• Find non-VBV bins
• Create phishing pages
• Create hacking tools
• Find groups, sites, markets

• Write scam pages/letters
• Find leaks, vulnerabilities
• Learn to code/hack
• Find cardable1 sites
• Escrow available 24/7
• 3,000+ confirmed sales/reviews

1 Carding is a term used for a process to verify the validity of stolen card data. The thief presents the card information on a website that has real-time transaction 
processing. If the card is processed successfully, the thief knows that the card is still good.









Defense Strategies Against AI-Powered Threats



Moving forward, expect a cat-and-mouse game.

• As AI capabilities enhance offensive efforts, they’ll do the same for defense; staying on top of the latest 
capabilities will be crucial.

Defensive AI enhancements:
• Penetration testing

• Automated threat detection (SIEM/SOAR)/Continuous monitoring

• Cyber threat analysis and incident handling

• AI training for cybersecurity personnel

Examples of benefits:
• AI-educated users and AI-enhanced systems can better detect AI-

• enhanced phishing attempts

• Reducing attack surface specifically with regards to AI-enhanced threats

AI and Cybersecurity: The Double-Edged Sword



https://www.nist.gov/itl/ai-risk-management- framework 

https://www.nist.gov/itl/ai-risk-management-%20framework


Questions?



Thank you!
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